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Why have a model for prioritizing 

exotic plant pests? 



How should pests be prioritized?

Ideally, we want to spend our limited 

resources on:

• Pest that pose the greatest risk

• Activities that give us the greatest 

benefit for the cost (“bang for the buck”)



What is risk?

The likelihood of an adverse event, and 

the magnitude of the associated 

consequences:

• Adverse event – establishment of an exotic pest

• Likelihood that an exotic pest will enter the US 

and become established

• Consequences (impacts) that are likely to occur 

should the pest become established



Risk = Likelihood X Consequences

A HIGH impact pest with a

LOW likelihood of introduction 

=
A LOW impact pest with a

HIGH likelihood of introduction



Why a new process?

• Objective – evidence-driven, not opinion-driven

• Valid & comparable across pest types

• Transparent – separates analysis based on 
scientific information from that based on policy

• Separate uncertainty from risk score

• Flexible – can be used to look at risk by region and 
host

• Defendable 

– Uses methods that can be tested & statistically validated

– Based on other proven PPQ risk assessment methods
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Factors considered in 

categorizing impacts

• Severity of unmitigated damage 

(e.g., yield loss, mortality)

• Frequency of severe outbreaks

• Impact on production practices

• Environmental & social impacts

• Level of management & cost of control

• Amount of research into methods of 

control (incl. host resistance/ biocontrol)

• Ease of control 



Predicted Impact Model 

Development: 
(based on previous U.S. invasions)
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Model Results

• Best predictor of pest behavior in the United 
States is behavior outside the U.S. and the 
level  of control/ research on the organism, 
when the pest has been introduced into 
novel areas

• Specific biological characteristics are not as 
important in predicting impact 

– e.g., Number of hosts not found to be related to 
impact 



Model Results (cont.)

➢ If a pest has not been introduced into a novel 

area, we may not be able to make a prediction



Developed a scoring system based on how 
predictive each variable (question) is; the most 
predictive variables receive the greatest 
weighting. 

Model Development: Scoring



Additional Component: 

Consideration of US Conditions

• Are there already organisms in the US that 

fill the same ecological niche?

• Are there tools in the US that have already 

been developed and are in use that would 

be effective at controlling the pest? 

• Would current production practices or 

conditions in the United States be effective 

at mitigating the pest? 



Predicted Impact Model 

Validation: 
(used same process)
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Evaluation of exotic pests for 

CAPS Pest Prioritization

• Each pest on the proposed list was 

assessed using one of the models and 

was given a “risk score”

• Based on that score we determined:

– Probability of being a high impact pest

– Probability of being a moderate impact pest

– Probability of being a low impact pest



Ordinal logistic regression to determine 
impact likelihoods

Risk Score 

High impact

Moderate

Low impact



CAPS Pest Prioritization

• Pests are prioritized based on likelihood of 

causing serious impacts

• NOTE: Model is NOT used for pests where there 

little to no documented evidence of damage by 

the pest AND the pest has not been introduced 

outside of its native range. 



Future Work

• Developing impact model for mollusks

• Developing model for considering 

likelihood of introduction

• Developing a tool for considering cost 

effectiveness of survey
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Uncertainty and 

Risk Assessment

When conducting risk assessment, analysts 

should separate evidence from uncertainty 

in order to ensure that risk is not artificially 

elevated by uncertainty.

In the past many pests were “guilty by 

association”



The absence of information is 

sometimes evidence.

For example, the lack of information about 

economic impacts of a pest is often evidence 

that there are no significant impacts (or they 

would have been noticed and reported); this 

is particularly true when a pest is widespread 

and has been introduced into novel areas.



Risk analysis, uncertainty and decision-

making:

1. Risk assessment is not a crystal ball: We can’t predict 

everything

2. We often don’t always know what we don’t know

3. We have to evaluate pests and make predictions and 

decisions with incomplete information (we “do the best we 

can with what we’ve got”)

4. There is always a chance that our prediction may be wrong

5. Our estimates of risk may change as we get more 

information

6. There will always be pests that surprise us (that we didn’t 

even know we should worry about)

* But, there are pests and pest situations that we can be 

fairly certain about. 



By focusing on those organisms that 

we determine have a high 

probability of causing serious 

impacts, we can free up resources 

that can then be spent on those pests 

that will inevitably surprise us. 



When EVERYTHING 

is “high risk” then 

nothing is high risk. 



Questions??


